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Students co1n1ne1norate King
by Liz Lane
February has been officially
designated as Black History month
and with this designation comes
the comemorating of the various
sociological, economical, technological achievements and contribu-

The program began after the boycot against Montgomery Alalights were dimmed and in the bama's transit system, it was
background the voice of King was successful, and King was on his
delivering his famous "Love Your way, Everhart stated.
Enemies" speech."
It was at this · time, Everhart
After this, Tom Taylor appeared noted, that King developed his
on stage to welcome the audience non-violent philosophy patterned
and to introduce the participant in after the mentors Jesus Christ and
the program. A prayer was then Magatma Gandhi.
delivered by Reverand J. Bibles, What was King's message to the
·pastor of Victory Church in students? According to Everhart
Yakima.
there were many.
The musical part of the program
"King stood up for what he
began as Rev. R.E. Taylor believed in. He said you should be
appeared 9n stage to sing a medly able to do this regardless of what
of contemporary gospel and black your beliefs or how unpopular they
spriitual songs.
may be (i.e. Kings's stand on
One of the memorable parts of Vietman before the national
the program came when the main anit-war campaign).
speaker entitled "Martin Luther
He continued by saying that
King Jr. his dream for College "unless you're willing to die for
Students."
your beliefs they aren't worth
He set the stage for his speech living for."
by first laying the historical
Everhart also urged students to
W~.,Feh.14,1980;
groundwork for the beginning of embrace the non-violent teachin~s
the rights movement and the , of King.
teachings of King.
Everhart closed his speech by
According to Everahrt, King's giving a spell binding recount of
Civil Rights training began at an the last days of King and how he
early age.
was stalked by his assassin, James
"King's father taught him not to Earl Ray and what happened that
accept an unjust system that they day when their paths finally
lived in at the time~ He was taught crossed.
,
to fight segregation with every- · He also gave a powerful
thing he had," he said.
rendtion of King's most famous
consistently and equally. Indica- the student's situation, t ho. finanEverhart also contended that speech "I had a Dream" and
tors of financial eligability are cial aid office will make the
King came into the Civil Rights received a standing ovation.
income, assets and family size.
decision whether the student is
movement
purely by accident.
Lena Williams, Central student
The formula uses what informa- eligible for nomination for . the
"King probably never would and Mrtyle Synder, EOP and
tion is on a stu~ent's Financial Aid state grant. The actual selection is
Form to produce an eligibility made by the Council for Post- have come in the movement's minority affairs ad:visor gave
index number. This number is not secondary Education from the limelight so soon if Rosa Parks closing remarks thanking the
haan't refused to give up her seat audience and program particia dollar figure, but is combined nominations submitted by the
to a shite man.
pants. There was a reception
with the cost of a college education
con't
on
age
two
King was asked to lead a bus immediatly following the program.
to determine the eligibility of a
student and the actual amount of
grant to be awarded.
Another possibility is the
federal Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant. The SEOG as
a grant for students who have
very serious money problems. It
is designed for the student who
couldn't continue his schooling
without this aid.
The SEOG is a grant ranging
from $200 to $1500 per academic
_year, but not exceeding 50 percent
of a student'_s total deficit. This
grant must be matched with other
funds such as scholarship, National
Direct Student Loan or employment. Central also cautions in
financial aid material that this
grant is ·usually very small from
the institution due to limited
funds.
Federal grants are not the only
aid available. Another type of
grant is the State of Washington
Need Grant Program. This state
grant was established to aid
financially needy or disadvantaged
students in Washington state.
"The recipients must fall within
the perimeter of a historically low
imcome family," explained Wilson.
"And a student who has been on
his own for five ,years does not
need his parents financial background considered. However, if
the student has not been independent for at least five years
he must include his parents
financial history."
A student applying for aid will
ARRAM·The bookseller [Chuck Abernathy] is in Barge Hall and will open February 20. More on
be considered for the state grant
"Fiddler" on page 10.
aghast at rumors of village chaos. "Fiddler on the
Photo by Larry Breer
automatically with his financial aid
Roof" will by playing in the Threepenny Playhouse
application. With an evaluation of
tions make by blacks to American
society.
Nationwfr1 "', blacks and other
Americans share iii the month long
celebration, particularly planning
special programs for the second
week of February.

C.W.U.Ellenshurg,

Black students at Central were
no exception as they had a special
event honoring the achievements
of renown black civil rights leader,
the late Martin Luthor King Jr.
February 5th in Hertz Hall before
a sparse crowd.
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Financial opportunities
available to students
by Mishelle Powers

A college education is taxing in
more ways than one. Not only
does it take dedication and
diligence towards study, it also
takes large sums of money. Some
people can't afford this luxury by
themselves. Fortunately, according to Bill Wilson, Central
Washington University Assistant
Director of Financial Aid, "There
are a variety of .financial aid
alternatives available."
State and federal grants offered
through college financial aid
offices are available to undergraduate students who demonstrate exception need.
These
grants are considered gifts of
money and need not be repaid.
There are two federal grant
programs that enable millions of
students across the nation to
attend college every year. The
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant is one that is available.
Central's financial aid office said
the BEOG is intended to be the
foundation of a financial aid
package and may be combined
with other types of aid to meet
educational costs. According to a
pamphlet, Federal Student Financial Aid, published by the Health,
Education and Welfare Office of
Education, the BEOG can be from
$200 to $1800 per year for those
students who qualify.
According to Central's financial
aid office, the amount of the grant
awarded to a student is decided by
a complete needs analysis of
families financial situation. then is
compiled to find out if the student
is eligible for aid.
The Student Consumer's Guide,
published by HEW, explains that
the financial need is determined
"on the basis .of a formula
developed annually by the Office
of Education and reviewed by
Congress." The pamphlet assures
that every student is treated
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Senator W.algreft:
speaks to W AUS
Thursday, February 14
Happy Valentine's Day!
Aircraft Safety Seminar, Hogue, 2 p.m.
ASC Movie, He_
a ven Can Wait, SUB Theatre, 3, 7, and &;30 p.m,
Symposium, Energy and the Future, Ellensburg Library, 7:30
p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ, SUB ·7 p.m.
CWU Symphony Band Concert, Hertz Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Business. and Economics club, SUB, Room 204-205, 7 p;m.
Central <:;hristtan FeHowship; SUB, 9 p.m . .

State Senator Gordon Walgren
was on hand last Saturday to
speak with student leaders from
Washington's universities. Senator Walgren spoke to WAUS
(Washington Association of University Students) on the issues of
higher education that face students today.
Currently, Walgren is serving
as the Majority Leader of the
Senate.
Senator Walgren explained some of the problems that
have been encountered with this
legislative session.
"This was the first time the
legislators meet under a new
constitution amendment that
called for regular legislative
sessions. The new sessions are to
be limited for 60 days, so our state
representatives have only a short
time to cover most of the state's
business."

Walgren said, "Two oth'er
problems that our legislators are
facing pertain to the passage of
initiative 62, which .limits state
spending, and the political split
that exists in the House between
the Democrats and Republicans.
Walgren pointed out to the
student leaders that, your representatives know that student
groups are w~ll organized but, lack
many of the necessary resources
and funds to lobby effectively, like
big business or labor unions. And
Walgren said, "I believe that
student organizations, such as this
one, are gaining more recognition
and power in the eyes of our
legislators."
Senator Walgren noted that the
bill before the state Senate on
Service and Activities fees could
possibly pass if students showed
enough support. Although now

Friday, February 15
'

HORSFMAN'S

I

CWU Men's basketball (JV) vs. SPU, at Seattle, 5: 15 p.m.

SUPPLY

CWU Women's bqsk~tball vs. UPS, at Tacoma, 6 p.m.

9'2.5-9592

Dance, Rigadoon, SUB, 9 p.rn.

CWU Men's basketball vs. Simon Fraser, at Simon Fraser, 7:30
p.m.

Sunday, February 17
Central Christian Fellowship, Grupe center, 10 a.m.
Classic Film Series, Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, Hertz
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Tent 'n' Tube's Seminar, "Overnight Skills"

\

Monday,

Fe~ruary

18

Washington's Birthday Holiday (No classes)
Curbstone, SUB Pit, 12 p.m.
CWU Women's Basketball vs. PLU, at Tacoma, 4 p.m.

Tuesday, February 19
ASSE meeting, Hogue, Room 211, 6:30 p.m.

Wedne~day,

February 20

Papa John's Coffee House, SUB Pit, 8 p.m.
Fiddler on the Roof, Threepenny Playhouse, 8 p.m.

•

the senate wants some clarifications on the bill and possibly to see
for themselves that students are
responsible enough to handle
these funds.
"In regards to students being
involved in the collective bargaining process, I don't think that this
bill is going anywhere. First of all,
there seems to be too much
opposition · from the administrations on the collective bargaining
issue. Getting students involved
only brings in opposition from the
faculty members as they feel that
this matter only involves them and
the administration."
Senator Walgren ended by
saying, "I would very much like to
see some of the propos_als that this
group is working on. So, if you can
get me the information on some of
the issues your working on, I'll see
what I can do. The important
thing lo remember is that you
must stay in close contact with
your legislators and let -them know
your feelings on certain issues.
And when you are asked to attend
a legislative hearing, do so, your
representatives are interested in
what you have to say."

Continued

CWU Men's Wrestling vs. Simon Fraser, Nicholson pavilion, 7:30

S~turday,. February 16

,t
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Hand crafted hoots
Resistol & Stetson hats
Contplete Tack selection
Silver & Turquoise jewelry

from page 1

college.
While it can't solve everyone's
problems, the Middle Income
Student Assistance Act passed by
Congress in late 1978 is helping
more middle income families
receive federal assistance in
,-·
financing a college education, than
ever before. The act incorporates
a more generous maintenance
allowance for a family's financial .
obligations, w-hen figuring their
eligibility for aid.
In addition, "Those middle
income families that have more
than one child attending college
have a good chance of receiving
financial assistance. The money
allotted for parental contributions
in the financial aid formula is
spread thinner when there is more
than one child attending college.
This makes the family's index
number in the formula lower than
the average and qualifies that
family for aid," Wilson said.
Two other grant opportunities
include the Law Enforcement
Grant Program and grants from
l!===============================~ the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
D
"The LEGP is available to
earaJl~ ··
.1 -' ~
in-service law enforcement officers
of local, state and federal units
who are enrolled on a full-time or
part-time basis. The applicant,
according to the Central pamphlet
must agree to remain in service of
their employing agency for a
period of two yea~s following the
completion of any 1 courses funded
by the grant.
American Indian students may
qualify for grants from the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.
Students
interested should apply to the
college and to the BIA agency
reg.1$14.95 • $19.95
which serves their tribe.
The Federal .Student Financial
Aid pamphlet estimates that over
two million students receive basic
grants that help them pay for
college.
Wilson stresses that
"students
have
to apply in order to
reg. $21J)()
know whether they're eligible or
not." The necessary forms and
3dvice can be found in most college
U;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:~:=:==:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=:;:=ff . f~ancial ~id . offices. .lf.!?~~~~8,~~~r·
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cloes !
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WJD.ter
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* All Pendl£ton Shirts
30% off

* Quoddy brand pile linm Jadi~

*

hoots & slippers
30% off
Flmmel Shirts
-NOW $9.90 !!

* Large selfdion of basic & fBDon
j8lns

-NOW $7.90 & $9.90
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by Sheila Countryman
Alcoholism is a disease which
affects ten million Americans, thus
becoming the nation's number one
drug problem.
While people may conceive
alcoholis as "skid row" bums, only
·five percent in the United States
fit in the category. More than 70
percent of ~lcoholic people hold
steady jobs, have family ties and
are reasonalbly well accepted
members of their communities.
Alcohol is a · depressant of tlie
central neervous system. It
provides relief from tension and
anxiety like ether or novacaine
which removes the painful experience of the dentist's drill.
Alcoholics may start as "social
drinkers." Studies show th~t 70
percent of the adult population

Alcoholism isii't determined by
how· much someone drinks or how
long they've been drinking, but
how important alcohol is to them,
in particular situations and how

discussed by BOT

alcohol is affecting the basic
realities ot their life.
While the average age for
alcoholics used to be in the 50's,
the average is now in the 30's, and
rapidly dropping to- the 20's.
A study by the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism {NlAAA) in 1974
showed 90 percent of high school
seniors had experimented with
alcohol. Another study by NIAAA
found that 1.3 million Americans;
12-17 yeirs, had s.erious drinking
problems and that drinking and
driving arrests of young people
have tripled since 1960.
The growth rate of alcoholism in
the nation's youth is attributed to
the social acceptibility of alcohol
by the adult culture.
Statistics show there are more
male alcoholics than female and
alcohol abuse problems on college
campuses often include destruction of campus property.
, Jerry Myron, of the Alcohol

Awareness Committee at Central •
said that· there is an ~creasing
·problem at Central with alcohol.
Myron stated "approximately 90
percent of the behavior problems
on campus are alcohol related."
In a recent surbey conducted by
the committee, of 286 students
questioned, over 84 percent said
they drank alcoholic beverages. Of
those 286, the number living on
campus was 243.
Wells Mclnelly, director of the
Counceling Center, discussed
some of the reasons for student
drinking problems. Depression,
problems in school, being away
from home for the first time and
loneliness are .just some of the
reasons students turn to alcohol.
According to Mclnelly, "the
biggest problem in dealing with
. alcoholics is getting them to admit
they have a problem." Continuing
Mclnelly said, "There's nothing as
rewarding as helping someone
overcome an alcohol problem."

Central's Board of Trustees held
their monthly meeting on Feb. 2.
On the agenda was a proposed
revision of the CWU Foundation
and University agreement. This
agreement would allow for increases in funds from the
University to pay for secretarial'
·and accounting expenses.
· Several reports were submitted
and heard by the Board of
Trustees which included reports
from the Financial Aid Office, the
Car.e er Planning & Placement
Center and the campus administration who presented a report on
the enrollment of Central's off
campus program.
A major issue facing the Board
is the possibility of a shortage of
funds for energy and heating
costs. -Business Vice-President,
· Courtney Jones, summed the
problem up as a shortfall in funds
from the original budget proposal.
Jones said the problem is due to
not being able to predict the
increased prices and low quanities
of fuel available.
Last spring quarter the Administration, presented the annual
operating budget to the Board of
Trustees. Jones stated, "This was
when the possible discrepancy
We had received
donated 200 dollars to help pay fue. There is one other low cost occurred.
food cost.
county housing project, but at the funding from the state legislature
for our utilities based on ·figures
The KCAC {Kittitas County moment there is a waiting list.
Action Council) has been working Before the fire the Webster Hotel used a year ago."
Most of the buildings on campus
with the community to help place was the only other low income
the former residences of the hotel. housing available to these people. are heated by natural gas and oil.
Out of 25 people, only six are still
Besides Central students, local The shortfall of funds may resort
in need of housing~
businesses and the town's people. to about $450,000. The Board was
According to ..J erty- Piorri, have donated. clothing, household presented with the suggestion
Deputy Director Program Dev- items and bedding. Items are still that we might have to start
eloper at KCAC, Ellensburg is in needed and donations are still burning coal but, this would only
need of more low cost housing for being accepted at RHC _office and heat half the buildings on campus.
Another reason given for the
people like those displaced by the at the KCAC.

Central students donate
to Webster fire victims
The victims of the Webster
Hotel fire have been the recipients
of a large amount of clothing from
the students here at Central.
Shane Inch, Chairman of the
Residence Hall Council, arranged
for the donations from the various
dorms on campus. Once gathered,
the clothes were taken to the
Conference Center where some of
the displaced residences were
staying.
Besides clot~ing, the RHC also

Soccer to s~onsor
'Silver Streak'
The Central Soccer Club, who
The movie will be shown in the
ended their regular season with a SUB Theatre at 3, 7 and 9:30 p.m. ·
record of 14-0, will be sponsoring and all proceeds will go toward the
the showing of a movie on funding of the Soccer Club.
February 26.

shortage is due to the severe
weather conditiOns.
Jones saiq, "We didn't count on
the rapid increases in prices for
energy nor, the 30 percent
increase in natural gas from
Canada. These high prices were
passed on to us.
"The problem was recognized
earlier and we approached the
legislative budget office for -a
request for additional funds. The
request for additional funds were
not approved. We then decided
that we should move funds from
other sources so we could stay on
top of things this year," stated
Jones.
"We are hoping that money will
be available from tlie Energy
Stabilization Fund for next year."
The Council of Post Secondary
Education presented a report to
the Board concerning Central's off
campus programs. In the report
allegations were made by Fort
Steilacoom Community College,
High line Comm unity College,
UPS, and PLU, critizing Central
for entering their areas and
competing for their students.
Don Guy, dean of students
presented - a set of proposed
revisions concerning the ASC
constitution. The original revisions were presented in order to
make some changes in the
structure and the operation of the
BOD.
One of the most important
changes will · be in the election
process. The proposed recommendations would provide for only
one student election each year,
instead of the two, now held. With
the change, all five student leaders
~ill be elected _at one time.

The Great Yamaha Amplifier
Tuner & Tape Deck Sale ! !
Yamaha has just announced major
price reductions and Stereocraft
is passing the savings on 1o you !
· Integrated Amps

Silver Streak, starring Gene comedy that centers around their
Wilder, Jill Clayburgh and Rich- misadventures on a train ride
ard Pryor is an outrageously funny llcross the United States.

WAfl~rJJV
~<J)[9UU(I

1901 N. Walnut Circle 925-2725

We are .in existence in order
to help meet the housing needs
of ~his community.
• Furnished units • hachelo1·, one
and two bedroom
• I:nte~~s~ _ on deposits
• He~ted swimming pool
• Courteous and efficient
management
• Convenient laundry facilities
including dry cleaning .
machines
• Convenient location
• Excellent playground

CA-410 II
CA-610 II
CA-810

reg.
$250.00
300.00

sale
$195.00
250.00

430.00·

380.00

','-

Tuners

YAMAHA CA-610 II

CT-410 II
CT-610 II
CT-810
CT-1010

$185.00
225.00

$165.00
200.00
23500
29500

285.00
385. ()()

Ca!liette Decks
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YAMAHA CT -610 II

$199.95
299.95
499.95
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VAMAHATC-320

~YAMAHA
OPEN
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926
408 North Peart
962·2830
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10:30 - 5:30
.. ·
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. Women and the Draft
by Ted Anderson

intended to represent the male of
our species also.
goes into effect, the Women's
Many women on this campus
Libbers of the United States are believe the E.R.A. simply comfinally going to get a chance to mands men of the U.S. to give
show their colors.
women equal pay for equal work,
Do they, or do they not, want which it does. But .it goes a bit
total equality with men? If that is further. Equality under the law
indeed what they want then this means equality for me, as well as
would be the ideal time to show for you, Ma'am.
that they mean business: They
What's good enough for me is
should all run to the nearest draft good enough for you. Right? Right.
board and demand to be reg- Now look at the E.R..A. from a
istered.
man's perspective for a moment.
The Equal Rights Amendment Equality under the law. I get $6 an
is a very simple document. It hour, you get !6 an hour. I can
states: "Equality of rights under drive a truck, you can drive a
the law shall not be denied or truck. I can get into a plumber's
abriged by the United States or .by union, you can get into a plumber's
any State on account of sex."
union. I can eat dirt in some slimy
The E .R.A. does not specifically foxhole ..... You say; "What, t hat's
ment ion women's rights, which carrying t hings a bit t oo far!"
leads me to believe t hat it was Equality, my dear, equality.
If the registration for the draft

Criminals
to
colllbat
by Bob Materson

Now, women'· reporters have
been at odds with the administrati~ns of foot ball basketball and
baseball teams for years. The
controversy centers around
whether women should or should
not be allowed into the locker
rooms for interviews after the .
contests. The passage of the
E.R.A. would change all that.
We'll have to let you into our
locker rooms. And what's good
enough for you ... This equal rights
thing is beginning to get interesting! Ah yes, equality.
0

Of course the Equal Rights
Amendment is so simply worded
·as to be confusing. nterpretations
will vary. If it passes, we'll
probably have t o fight it out in the
courts. Or t he lockerooms!
Welcome aboard ladies!

4

. U.S. is a great country

· by Larry Breer
We are a great country. There
everyone.
This way criminals is something unique about being a
Since talk of revising the draft is could see first hand, on the front citizen of the U.S. The very
becoming commonplace these days line, the fear and pain that their suggestion of the abbreviation of
, a thought occurred to me that victims go through.
the United States begats us, a
There wouldn't be any need to term which seems to place us all
would solve two problems at once.
Why not make constructive use of keep people like Charles Manson together. The idea is cast in our
the manpower that houses our under lock and key. Just send the coins and hammered into our
correctional institutions. Givt: · old boy over to the Middle East monuments that our country is
them the chance to serve their and our problems are solved. . good and rich and delights in
sentence in uniform for Uncle Sam Money spent on prison reform allowing the pursuit of happiness.
during war ·time.
would be cut in half. Ted Bundy's We have reason to be proud, we
There is little difference be- court costs and trials like his will / have reason to unite and we have
tween .violence in the streets and be a thing of the past.
reason to declare our oppostion to
on the battle field. The harsh
The motivation would be built · certain world tactics.
treatm~nt, vi~lence, and killing in. It would be perfect match of
All this is for sure. We have
that goes
'sh~uld beput to ·use .. criminals and combat. The right gained an international reputation
by j>fiso1n )ffieiafs ~ ··it means for ; people would be in the service, not for being the big, friendly fellow in
national defense.
.
those who believe in peace and the world. There are times, of
During times of war, lifers non-violence.
course, when we should bristle our
This solution to the problem is necks and give the forces of evil a
could become career men, thieves
could become company clerks, and as obvious as the principle of punch in the nose. And there are
there could be enough jobs for supply and demand. _
times when we should soft-pedal

a

on

•

. . from opt1m1st1c
· . . and romantic.
·
I t does
and try to keep the s1tuat1on
blooming into the last gasp for look, however, as if the new
mankind.
Iranian Prime Minister, Bani-Sadr,
If you had been listening to the is turning the situation around for 4
hawks, a week or so · ago, you the eventual release of the
would have heard them belittling Americans.
our country for not having gone . It is a shame and an injustice
into Teheran with the equipment that those 50 have to absorb the
of war and human beings that fall pent-up frustrations of a nation
before bullets and bombs-to that is now very economically,
attempt an expedient rescue of the sound because of inputs by the
50 American _souls being _held United States. But as the time
there in the U.S. Embassy. I comes, for their release-and I
suppose they would have had us believe they wi1 1 he-even they
effect an· Entebbe-type-raid that will praise foe actions of our •
would have cost many preCious leaders · that kept us out of a
lives and many American dollars.
stinking and bloody engagement of
Happily we did not take the bait. war. We cannot afford to enter
There is still room in America bloodlettings eapriciously-and esfor patience and determination pecially in the name of upholding
that persists in the idea that there an image.
is a way to do it peacefully.
Each day I grow more content
The hostages are not released with the concept that our country
yet, and perhaps I am being is named US.

Equo/'rights for relig.ion on campus
by Liz Lane

article in last week's CRIER these clubs existence on campuses.
If the Western group should
discussed in detail a law suit filed
It's been said many times that by a Western Washington Univer- win, the clubs rights to exist will
discussing-religion or politics could sity christian organization co11r be upheld, if not many complicabe hazardous to one's ·health, cerning their rights to have tions, too numerous to be named,
especially if that person's opinion meetings on campus, rent free could arise on all or any of the
happened to be the dissenting one with no restrictions on. how many campuses.
at that partfoular time.
times they can meet.
This issue appearing before the
However, it seems that adcourts
raises some very interestThis
suit
(whose
proceedings
herence to this old cliche has
ing questions concerning the legal
deteriorated rapidly in lieu of are being watched carefully and
recent heated legal discussion on anxiously by religious groups on and social rights of students who
some campuses concerning the various campuses and other attend religious meetings in
campuses in Washington stat_e.
right of religious clubs to exist on interested observers) could have
It is interesting to note that the
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themselves liberal or "openminded" wouldn't think of denying
basic constitutional rights to
minorities of race and sex (they
would howl and protest loudly if
anyone had the audacity to do so)
they appear to grow strangely
silent and closed minded on the
rights of religious minorities.

The right for these clubs to exist
on campuses then sho.dd be as
legitimate as the right for the Ski
Club or ethnic clubs to exist. Each
of these groups represents a
certain aspect of lifestyle that
certain people adhere to.
Assistan-t Attorney General
Owen J. Clark Jr. stated in a
In addition, while no one would CRIER article that he is concerned
think of forcing minorities to live about maintaining the provisions
and adhere to stereotypical life- in the state constitution (and
style protrayals, religious groups federal) .~oncerning separation of
are often forced to live up to some. church and state. Is he also
For example, religious people are concerned about the right . of the
supposedly closed minded, anti- students freedom to worship of
intellectual, weak, self-rightious their right to peacably assemble?
(another provision granted in the
and money grabbers.
federal consth..:t.ion).
Any attempt on their part to
In retrospect, institutions of
live otherwise, they are chided by
other members of society and higher learning (ani the judicial
accused of being hypocrites and system for that matter) would be
phonies. As a result of societal ill-advised to impose restrictions
condemnation, some are 'forced to on one type of lifestyle (in this case
live in the narrow corifinements of religion) and ultimately endorse
others.
a religious ~tereotypes.
Students should not be expected
Make no mistake about the
to
_put their beliefs on a shelf and
purpose of this COID.mentary. The
issue presented to you here is not to separate their religious beliefs
to present a ca$e on the merits of from their inner most beings.
As long as these students live
religious life or the validity 01
religion itself, but to raise the their lives peacefully without
questions of whether the constitu- imposing their lifestyl9s on other
tional rights of religious club they should be continued to live
students on various Washington their liv:es as they see fit. To deny
state campuses are being violated them of this. basic right would be
and if they are indeed . being advocating an act .of blatant
discriminated ·against for . their religious discrimination. · ·
choice of lifestyl~.
Live and let live? I guess the
Religion, to many, is a legiti- courts will ultimately decide.
mate lifestyle, as practical to those Until then, the battle to preserve
who .· are . religious as it is basic constitutional rights for
impractical to those who aren't.
many continues.
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Letters·t o the E<litor

•

· Religious controversy discussed

•

Dear Editor:
"Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or · prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people
9 peaceably to assemble ... " (U.S.
Constitution, Amendment I).
The current dispute over religious meetings at Western Wash~ ington University illustrates again
to what peculiar twists the
best~intentioned
guarantees be. queathed by our Founding Fathers
can be subjected by their
ostensible guardians, when they
make the mistake of a "wiser-thanthou" paternal attitl.Jde towards
the sensibilities of sovereign,
enfranchis.e d people. And with
what inexorable ease this degenerates into a "fraternal"
attitude: big-brother style!
If Madalyn Murray O'Hair, for
example, should be invited to
speak on campus, would the
self-appointed grand inquisitors
have the consistency to forbid her?

She would not talk to the Lord, or to confront those guarantees members of the opposite· sex.
course, but would gainsay and head-on, does the State of Words in the Washington constituridicule those who do. No, the Washington make so bold?
tion notwithstanding, I hear no
approval would come-couched, I
one presuming to argue that,
It
does
exactly
that,
I
submit,
fear, in the interpretation that,
because a building is state
while saying you believe in God is with respect to the Christians property, its tenants may-not hang
being
suppressed.
For
in
the
name
a religious activity, saying you
crosses on its wall~ or say their
don't isn't. By such sophistries can • of an admittedly delicate religious prayers, perhaps as "two or three
unequivocal safeguards against issue, I find it obvious that they gathered together," within them.
the establishment of a religion be are suffering an abridgment,
Now the question becomes;
perverted to ensconce atheism de considerably less delicate, of these under these circumstances, do not
other
rights
as
well-and
not
facto as the state religion. (I am
the rights of those who call the
tempted to wonder, in passing, merely as guests, but on their University their home extend
home
turf.
Whatever
Qne
many
with what pleasure those taking
beyond those dorm walls? Hasn't
such tacks contemplate the dub- think about the religious matter, . the student union, among other
in this they deserve everyone's
ious climate engendered for
support-including Ms. O'Hair's, buildings, been constructed in
resisting the cancer of Soviet
recognition that a person needs
expansion... Soviet state atheism be she honest enough.
more room to live than some
has at least the integrity of an
Western certainly has dormi- ninety square feet?
Do free
explicit and official policy, more tories, i.e., cubicles in which speech and peaceable assembly
than can be said for the incipient students are housed.
Those apply only to so many as can
American version.)
finan,cially able pay rent for this satisfy the gender requirements of
No, they wouldn't forbid O'Hair, housing, a fee that in many a given dormitory and pack their
and shouldn'.t, if for far better institutions covers the expenses bodies into one bedroom? Is it no
reasons: as she would · hasten to thereof and may even show a small matter if regulations exist wheresay, she would use the University profit. Perhaps also, as at Central by a citizen must submit to such
for its proper purpose as a forum (though not at Western), under- conditions to receive at a public
for ideas, exercising her rights to classmen are generally required to university the benefit of his taxes?
speech and assembly. If Uncle live in these facilities.
Access
Or is the Civil Liberties Union
Sam isn't big enough brother yet thereto may be restricted for correct in observing, sadJy, three

Oily complications
Dear Editor:
should be frozen before the
We should not put healthy communist nations are consuming
.. Americans up against populations more oil than the western nations.
of unhealthy third world countries. At which point the rate at which
It is better for the United States their society develops will surpass
to step in using every and any ours.
means possible. Some say that
Afghanistan is going to be a Ron Weigelt
Vietman for Russia.
Constant
fighting over a prolonged period
causing non-productivity and economic depression. But the situation
is such that the Russians, the
Cubans, all the Communist nations
need oil. In order to survive and To the Editor:
prosper as nations they need oil
I thought it would be nice to get
desperately. And so do we. The a locker assigned to me at the gym
Americans, the allies of the today. It seemed like a good idea
Americans, all the Western to be able to use the gym during
nations need fu~l. and oil, to grow, the day between classes. It didn't
prosper, and just survive. Our matter whether morning's or
alliance with China, she is afternoons were open; I'd make
suddenly dependent on U nied do.
The first surprise was that at 10
States technology and in a very
real sense on our oil. exonomy, and a.m. nobody was present in the
men's locker room to assign
general prosperity.
Russia's economically depend- fockers, though there should have
ent nations are preparing_to fight been.
Upon checking with the office to
over the life blood of Industrial
see when I could use the facilities,
Society.
I find that I must wait till 6:30 p.m.
I fear that the two spiraling The gym is open from 6:30 p.m.
economies of both the Communist during the week and from 10
and Western nations are causing a a.m.-5:30 p.m. during the weekfierce race for oil, oil makes end.
·
industrial society, makes the
So if you have any grand
Western countries and Commun- schem~s of working out during
ists systems successful to a great the day on your own, forget it, pal.
extent. It's having a drast~c effect Get used to being a number and
get your own gym gear so you can
on our economy.
Oil prices go up, less money goes work out at home.
to food, less . money goes to cars;
less goes to all our valuable goods Dave Ninnemann
and services. The same is true of
other industrialized nations such
as the Soviets.
Therefore those nations who are
dependent on oil for their
• industrial success should unite to
forcibly control the p~ice 'of oil.
The twenty strongest nations
control the price of oil. Even
regulate consumption amongst
themselves.
Notice the threat . of war is
nearly an impossibility. With the
9
most powerful communist and
.western nations setting the oil
prices and consumption level for
• each country. Based on current
consumption levels.
Each nations consumption of
D~MES
world oil would be stable. If

On behalf of Mother Nature
Dear Editor:
men, they're only cosmetics to me. . whale, or with a change in weather
Time moves on, and with it I I should survive their effects, or at I could drive them away from
travel to my destiny. My early least their perpetrators. We must sheltered areas where they
days are past, eons ago.
show our age, and its tribulations. thrived. I've made a point of not
It used to be that their tools letting my children take me for
Youth is fleeting, and I am
growing old with my neighbors in prevented any major alterations, granted-they don't have to.
Their mates however, have no
space. Not old in the calendar now it seems that by scrutinizing
sense, far from it.
Calenders my inner most parts, changes chojce. I -dictate ·their existence,
taking years of my labors can be and:~ only , in .rar.e )11:st~'-ces th~~"'
cannot measure my life.
Yet my years are not numbered , wrought with a simple movement demise. Only my children harm
either, although I can predict their of the atom.
I alone am the animals, I merely let them
defenseless from this. I have no evolve.
end.
It is evolution, this aging, that is
My children, bacteria like government to protect my being,
beings, no longer choose to stay no force to invoke in my behalf. bothering me. I worry when the
home. Each day brings news of My charges ar.e turning on me it guest starts to dictate policy. My
their feeble attempts to break free would seem. Children often do children are attempting this now,
of my pull and seek other terra. that sometimes in their life, but weather, energy, even that matter
of -which ~ I comprise · is being
Not that I can blame them, but in they do get over it eventually.
spite of the common belief that
Along with my children's di- altered. · ·
Can it be that man is dictating
they flee each other, my face is lemma, I feel pain for their
changing-some flee from me, and companions. I am host to the my evolution? And if so, and the
I don't argue with their claims that birds, the sea creatures, and the tables are turned; will my children
I'm growing hard to live with. "sic" ·wildlife. They are vulnerable respect my body, my right to live,
Some of my offspring have to my children. In earlier days, indeed my future? The living
succeeded in altering my body, when my children's tools were oh organism may be a parasite to
many dislike these changes and so primitive, with .a single blow me; is it fatal?
the.i r apparent consequences. Yet dealt indiscriminately, I could
[name withheld by request]
no matter how significant to these prevent them from harpooning the

Pavilion lockers
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groups of Americans whom the
Bill of Rights does not seem to
protect:
convicts in prison,
servicemen in the armed forces,
and students in "public" schools?
(Why is there no comparable hue
and cry, for that matter, that the
constitution is flouted by chaplains
functioning on the government
property of prisons and military
bases? Maybe this tradition is
next in the doct?) For God's sake,
or not as you will, we're talking
about people's right to speak and
act at home, in that place where,
perhaps at the state's insistence,
they live!
In this context, questions
regarding the . nature of any
gathering, so long as property is
preserved and decorum observed,
become as moot as in any other
form of public housing. In this
light the morbid administrative
hiss, "Will anything religious take
place?" bares, in a more lurid
reductio ad absurdam than ever,
pernicious impulses ultimately
concerned for no one's liberty.
Paul Emmons
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Arts and Entertainntent
·_On Film _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ASC offers 'heavenly' film today
Cannon) and personal secretary
(Charles Grodin).
The pair is driven to near
hysteria when they see the
millionaire resurrected. Not only
is he alive, but he has turned into a
"good guy."
This sparks the couple into a
.series of attempts to dispose of
him again. While they're busy
scheming, Pendleton turns his
energies and newly acquired
wealth to winning the Superbowl.
He goes into training, hires his old
coach (Jack Warden), buys the
Rams and appoints himself quarterback.

Pendleton's main goal in life is to
lead the Rams to a Superbowl
Warren Beatty is an actor. He victory. Before he gets a chance
has proven this with his perfor- though, he gets smashed up in a
mances in Shampoo, Bonnie and bicycling accident. An apprentice
Clyde, The Parallax View and angel, played by co-director Buck
McCabe and Mrs. Miller. Beatty is Henry, sees the accident and,
al sci a producer, director and· thinking Pendleton is about to be
) writer and he's proving it with his killed, takes his soul out of hi
latest movie, Heaven Can Wait, body prematurely to spare him
showing in the SUB Theatre pain.
Because Pendleton hasn't been
'\ today.
Although the romantic fantasy fated to die yet, the angel's
is a remake of the 1941 movie Here supervisor, Mr. Jordan (James
Comes Mr. Jordon, Heaven Can Mason) orders his return. By this
Wait is a very contemporary time however, Pendleton's body
comedy that still manages to has been cremated so Jordan must
recapture the old-fashioned spirit find him a new one.
After several unsuccessful atof the original.
The story line is ba~ically the tempts to find a body suitable for
same as before except the original Superbowl action, Pendleton finboxer hero. Joe Pendleton, is now ally settles for that of an arrogant
a Los Angeles Rams quarterback, young oil millionaire who has just
played by Beatty.
been murdered by his wife (Dyan
by Jan Richards

Auditions for Medea Set
by Tim Mitchell

Acting is something that not all
of us can do easily, but there are
individuals that can help teach
acting, role playing, and performance. One such individual is Betty
Evans, professor here on campus.
Evans first taught drama in
New Zealand.
She says that
drama is a very important part of
her life, and feels she is very
fortunate to have a job that she
really loves.

was done in London, ~ngland.
After this she went to Kuwait,
Arabia to live for a period of time.
She then returned to college to get
her doctorate in drama.
Spring quarter she will direct
Medea, · a play written by
Euripides in the year 430 B.C.
Auditions are set for February 25
and 26 and according to Evans, the
role of Medea will require a great
deal of talent.

After awhile, Jordan returns
and tells Pendleton that lie has to
die again because his body is only
temporary. After some protests,
he finally succumbs to Cannon and
Grodin and finds another body to
inhabit. During all of this, he still

finds time to fall in love with a
feisty Englishwoman (Julie Christie).
It is the first film Beatty has
produced with a happy ending and,
as he says in a Time magazine
interview, "Let's face it, what
makes you feel good about the
movie is that it says you're not
going to die_."
Beatty says he made Heaven
Can Wait because "it was a movie I
He adds, "I
wanted to see."
th011ght something that was clean
and ;:llnny and romantic would be a
good way to spend an hour and a
half."
It is. Everything about the
movie, from each of the performances to Beatty's direction is
first-rate entertainment. Students
can catch the heavenly movie at 3,
7 or 9:30 today in the SUB.

Tonight's .Movie: HEAVEN CAN WAIT

Anew comedy thriller
from the creators of

"Silver Streak~

At the end of winter quarter,
Evans will begin directing the play
which is based on Greek mythoEvans seems to be a very logy.
Medea is the direct
energetic woman, with a true descendent of the Sun God, she
~ devotion to her profession as well . has certain magical powers that
as to the students that she enable her to help her lover Jason.
teaches. In the time that 'She has Medea marries Jason and has two
been here, she has directed more children, both boys, and Jason falls
than thirty-nine plays.
in love with another woman. This
Originally, Evans wasn't a causes Medea to cast a spell that
teacher, but an actress.and singer.
creates a poison garment that kills
. This is on the professional level, a the other woman and any of her
level in which much of her work would-be rescuers.

-.
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Happy Valentine's Day, ~···
Thanks for your patience and good
company.
Love, your loyal admgr

Dear Gene,
You're my favorite toot!

Larry & Kim Best Fishes,
Love, your roommate

Page 9

To miss P'..,my·
o
You're a heck of a sow, Sal.

To My Baby Linda
and My Coming Baby
I love you,
Sam

TO Quiiley Hall lat Floor Guys:
Happy Valentines Day
Love: Ruby Duby
Michael, that special someone
rm always thinking of
And on Valentine's Day and
always
You're the one I truly love!
Brenda

Booboo,
.
I wub you wery much. You weal
nice goorl.
Wub, Wobbie

Hey Steve L.,
Where for art thou,
Valentine?

. . HEART of the lilland Empire,
pictvte time!, paper bag at 3,
Skywalking, biking boots, Pea·
body's & panty droppers, Cloud 9,
Nyqil, Nachos for breakfast •
THANKS for the Weekend! Miss
ya like crazy • Bridesmaid

To Janine
I love you
Michael.

0 Earl,
Yeth Dear Val
My day is there, and yours is
here, but our day is together. My
thoughts are with you.
PaulinN.Y.

To Beth, Anna, Julie, Karen, and
Shellie:
I haven't seen ya much this
year, but this is just a reminder
that I love you all and thanx for
being such good friends.
Love, Rob

Cookie .

Dear Barry,
You're my sweetie!
from your favorite nerd

SherrieThinking about you and tomor·
row's test in Jazz Class. Hope
they come out the way I planned.
Have a Happy Valentines Day.

.uu.J~u.k .~

Seeoter.
·

You're the greatest!
Love ya, Boss

Michael
LONGER: Stronger than any
mountain cathedral
Truer than any tree ever grew
Deeper than any forest primeval
rm ·in love with you.
With love Janell

Happy Valentine's Day and Thank·
you
Tammy McKay, Kim Borken·
hagen, Ron Andersoa, Mark
Kunkler.
With love, The .k ids in rm. c-212.
To all of our friends that party at
G-4
Have one hell of a great time
to-night.
Flying Bear.

Mollie H.
Much appreciation for the late
nights,... and the frozen shorts
DouglasR.

t

To my Husband Tim,
Surprise! I love you!
Love, Marcia

Dave,
Just a small note to say Bi and
Happy Valentines Day!! Thinking
of You,
Karolyn

For all those who haven't
received a heart today have
already been given one,
But only to those who know that
true hearts aren't made of paper,
but pure spirit.
A Friend of Cupid

Sweet thing,
Roses are red,
Violets are blue
Happy Valentines Day
I love you!
Cupid Gene

Happy Valentines Day
To my favorite little pollack,
K.N. with love.
fromB.B.

"Be My Valentine"
Love, Pat Semler

[L~}

Ula.

·.

Happy ValenLove always,
Scot

To the Mistaken "Bwmy" of C-31
Happy Valeatlaea Day1 want your Cottoa Td!
Devo-Guit.ar
B.G.·
Sure would be full to gammon
you toaight, but I caa't play
[arowul] til after Florida. Keep
those diee rolling ud TGFGI ·
CHEERS -G.M.

Live
Love
Laugh
be Happy!
Fred

Ronda B.
If you don't go this summer
you'll get hives [again]
sigued,GOD

To my Honey bear,
I love you!
You're such a
wonderful person and the best
~of my life.
Love, Whammy

c:c.c.statt
We Love You
Mike, Bonnie, Ronda

C.L.·
Your the best friend I could eve1
have. Happy V-Day.

To Hullo #2 · Happy Valentines
Day to the Best friend ever!
From#!
Bob,
You played so beautHully that
my heart just had to get up and
dance.
Love everlasting,
Leslie,
Cindy
I'm lost for words, but I'm sure
you know how I feel. Have a
happy Valentine's Day.

N.N.
Diane,
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Your real cute and I love you.
Love Pat

Amy,

Love is a brightly shining star in
the night. Love is you.

Happy Valentine's Day to
our friends on second floor
Quigley from third Boor Sparks.
To Sue, Julie, Sari, Ruth, Janice,
Jim, Mitch, Denise & Susan.,
A Good day is sent your way.
. L.S.

Happy Valentines, Jesus.
Thank you for saving me and
filling my heart with your love.
I love you very much,
Michael ScholzHappy Valentines Day!
Susie

To my Honey Bunny1 love you,

Love you, Slick

Mommy Kari, and Daddy,
I LOve You!
Your ONLY Child!!

Jenny Richie and I are fortunate
to be a part of your life, Happy
Valentines Day!
Steve
Francis,

MarPet ! .1 ~- •
Your terrific!
tiaes Day!

Evette,
He'll take it! Happy Valentines.
Day· BABY!
Love, Moataai

Have a great B-day J.B.
From your Valentine M.

WABBIT
I love it when you twitch your
nose at me [heh-heh-heh!]

To Carolyn.
Happy Valentines Day
Love Mike

•

Love to Chuck
From your ftow,er.

..

Michelle
Antwerp, Antwerp, Antwerp!
from Alan

Happy Valentine's Day •
Your place IOp.m.
MOM

Popoffpete
Happy Valentines day
From Pat and Bob

Diana Graham

To my roomies,
You guys are the greatest!
Have a Happy Valentia!<"!'s Day.
Love ya, Becky

Darell,
The two of us together
Thats an I need or want.
Today and always
Love Maggie

To the finest, sweetest, .Lady in
the West.
·
Love Doug

Kris,
Will you be my Valeatiae aow
ud forever through oar lives
together. With all my love.
Kirk

l

Philbert·

Kristi Ann Knight
Happy Valentines Day to our
favorite LGA.
From Gini and Kay

Tender loin, my ehop at midnight,
You're the greatest.

Rob

(?

P.S.
I love you.
D.M.

Betty,

Amy Seaecal
ILOVEYOUALWAYSI Happy
Valentines Day.

...

Bi,
To my Poopy, Beautiful Breada.
W.W. d Loves ya.

Super sud number 23.
Happy Valentia.es Day

Dear Carmen,
You are the suashine of my life.
Larry

Johnny Jump
Happy Valentine., Day!
Love, Shorty
Cheyenne and CoUia

Your sun sJVnecl oJi m..r. aeck this
week, SOOD my IUD l1iill set OD
yours. · Hope' you ave a ..lot o(. n
turtlenecks.
·
Sign,<J aot JO". ValeiltiD.e
The Baseball player

· Glea, Joa, Larry, Walt, and Ron:
At least it isn't borlag. Happy
Valentines day.
Karen

To Bryce,
"My heart is in your buds.
'cause m be missing you. Babe I
love you."
Love, Pam

Clady
For the rest of my life I hope
you're my Valentine.
Dave

Roses are Red,
Violets are Blue,
H you don't clean
the cat Utter,
rm going to
kill you.

Dear Sunshine,

A warm bed is better than cold
tiles.
Happy Valentine's Day!

Bill F.
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
rm in your accounting class,
And rm madly in like with you.

Good bye,
Sob sob to enormuu from your
willowy beast&•

To my Beautiful wife Linda,
I hope you will always be my
Valentine.
Love, Rick

•

Patty Sw..
,
I lo~e you dearly!. ~ ..
.
ErieU.

" ..

Steve,
Hope you have a good year at
the foul line.
I love you,

I love you Brenda,
Will you marry me?

Bruce

I like you·
You like me·
Ilikethat· ·

Happy Valentines Day
To all my crazy friends!
Love, Melissa

Janet

Dennis

Beaner,
1
You give me a heart-on.
· I Love You, She

Bi Vik,
Happy Lover's Day, can't wait
till June. Yee Ha!
. Love, Glenn

It had to be you

Wonderful you
I love you

Harley Hoover·
I love you. Your PROMPT
'Valentine.
Harriet N.M.e

Bullfrog·
Thanks for the hugs, tears, and
laughter. You are one special guy,
and I love you very much.
·PrinceSB

~

Love Juliet

Happy Valentines day! Know
what you're gonna get for being 80
Q sweet? Guess!!
Love ya,
Treva

Glitchell:
Thank you for all the good
times.
I'll love you always!
Happy Valentines Day.
Love, Susan and [Katina]

Honey,
Happy Valentines day to the
m t wondeHul man in the world.
Tim, Heidi, and I love you very
much.

Cathy,
.
We love, Because He first loved
us.
Mike
To the man who taught me
everything I know about sets:
Roses are red
Violets are blue
It's been a great 16 years with

Funny Face

To Spud:
"Pull my strings"
Love, your Valentine, Porkchop.
Dean L ..
Smile, I like you. Please call.
You Know Who.

0

Rob & Paul,
Thanks for all your late
night/ early morning artsy-craftsy
help. You're real troopers!
with love from.the ad lady

C~p~s Crier .
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~Fiddler'plays oll'~Threepenny. stiige~,
Motel the tailor. In his own mind,
Tevye thinks that the time may
The Central Washington Uni- have come to break with tradition,
versity-production :of Fiddler on but doesn't know how to pass the
the Roof, directed by Richar.dv news of his changed attitude to his
Leinaweaver will begin seven wife Golde--played by Sandra
.Public performances on February Cake. Tevye invents a dream
20.
sequence complete with ghosts of
the past and cleverly convinces
The performance will take place Golde that Motel is the right
the the Threepenny Playhouse, in husband for their daughter.
Barge Hall, due to the current
remodeling of McConnell AuditorThere is tragedy to come as the
ium.
Russians crack down on the Jews
The original storyline comes. and drive them from their homes.
from Jewish authors and most T.he play is rich with music. The
predominantly from the writings cast will be supported by a
of Sholom Aleichem (pen nall,le for thirteen-piece orchestra and the
Solomon Rabinowitz), who was choreography by Elaine Acosta
born in Kiev, Russia and came to adds brilliantly to the production.
the United States in 1914. His
Sidney Nessleroad is the choral
works in Yiddish were widely director and Eric Roth will direct
read. His story of Tevye the the orchestra. The set designe!'
Dairyman is likely the basis for the and technical director is Katharine
Broadway stage-book, by Joseph Hartzell with stage management
stein.
by Nancy Hansen.
by Lawrence Breer

The Broadway production of
Fiddler on the Roof still holds the
r ecord for the longest running
musical. It starred Zero Mostel as
the ever -exuberant Tevye, who
wrestles with the hundreds-yearold tradition of parents picking
and approving the husbands for
their daughters. When the time is
ripe for Tzeitel, the oldest
dau ghter, to take a husband,
conflict arises because Tzeitel-played by Jo Bernie--has decided
she does not like the grizzled
but cher that has asked ·for her
hand, but instead, wants to marry

The lead male role of Tevye will
be played by Brian Thompson, a
junior, majoring in construction
management from Longview,
Washington. Golde, the lead
. female role will be played by
Sandra Cade of Cle Elum. J o
Bernie, a sophomore art major
from Olympia will play the role of
Tzeitel the oldest daughter. Tracy
Goedecke, a sophomore at Ellensburg High Schqol will play Chava,
sister of Tzeitel and Mary
Zumbrunnen-Fridlund a junior
drama major from Ellensburg will
play the part of Shaindel, sister of

Cherry pies
and~ eherry

sundaes
~nly
h ·. " ·.
·
·
eac
5
C

.

·.·;:)~··:,. ·if.·~.
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Tzeitel. The tailor, Motel, will be
played by Mike Ritchie, a
freshman music major from Kent
and Steve Skonord a freshman
drama major will take the part of
Perchik, the live-in teacher.
Other important roles in the
production are: Len Williams as
Lazar Wolf, Kevin Mercer as
Nahum, Scott
Whitbeck as
Krushchevka, Jaimee Miller as
Fruma-Sarah, Chuch Abernathy
as Auram,, Susan Staley as
Grandma, Scott Davidson as

Fyedka, Kirsten James as the Killing Ground, Comedy of
shrintze, Deborah Jacobs as Errors, M11n of La Mancha,
Beilke, Kirk . Eslinger as Mendel, Galileo, Tiny Alice, Carmen and
John Overfield as Mama (in Jacques Brei is Alive and Will and
chorus), and Deborah Katx as Living · in Par.s, among others.
Shosha .
Fiddler will be staged in what
Supporting roles are played by Leinaweaver calls "basketball
Micheal Jacob, Vicki Hower, Jeff theatre", with the audience on
Frantz, Susan Sadler, Barbara· either side of the stage.
Eberhart, and Anneleise ChildStagelights will go up on
. February 20, in the Threepenny
ress.
Director Richard Leinaweaver Playhouse, on what will probably
has been at Central since 1973 and be one of the most popular plays
has directed or produced The ever produced by the Drama
~lass Menagerie, Slow Dance on
Department.

FIDDLER· Tevye [Brian Thompson ] counsels
Chava, his daughter [Tracy Goedecke ] o n the evils

of marrying out of the fai t h.

and all that Jazz . . •

Quartet m akes ·hit in Pit
Rick Capeloto

tunes, began composmg on cello
and piano at age 12. His early
The Simon and Bard Quartet did influence was Arthur Rubenstein
a fine job of laying down some but his current infatuation is with
original jazz tunes in the pit lounge none other than Keith Jarrett.
on Wednesday. A large turnout Simon t ook Stan Kenton's place as
was expected and despite the t he big band pianist during
power outage, more people show- Kenton's illness. He advises any
ed up than had been planned.
musician to listen to and play as
Some of their originals that much as possible. The more you
really shined were Waltz Dizzy, do, the better you'll get.
Musaic, Richard and Cleopatra,
Michael Bard, the reeds man,
Theme from a Theme, and Song has played for 14 years and has
for Joni Mitchell. Their originals truly been around. Bard cites his
stand up to any· recordings by any alma mater, Evanston High,. in
major act in the jazz idiom.
Illinois, as being intrumental iri
creating his interest in jazz and
Fred Simon, a pianist who other modes of music. He says
writes 99 percent of the group's John Coltrane and Wayne Shorter

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

of Ellensburg

I Feb. 16 - 18
_
j Limit: I pie I sundae per Jla'SOD

Photo by Larry Breer

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

really got him hooked on saxaphone.
He attended the University of
Illinois, Lawrence University in
Wisconsin, and did a stint playing
lead alto sax for the Stan Kenton
Band. Bard advises aspiring
ni usicians to practice theory,
tunes, improvise to records, and
when you feel confident enough
with your talent, go but and play
whenever possible.
Rob Thomas whose smooth bass
lines would complement any style
of music, is a self-taught musician.
Thomas has played music for 16
years, starting with violin. He
then took up guitar and finally his
Lake Placid blue fretless fender
precision bass.
His roots are in rock n roll, but
as time and experience pressed on,
he widened his market to pick up
more gigs.
Thomas advises
anyone to develop skills at
whatever they are interested in.
This brings us to Gary Hobbs,
the hottest drummer this side of
mars and a former Central
student. Hobbs was influenced by
Jake . Hannah . of the Woody
Herman Band , and is very
impressed by Jack DeJonette.
Hobbs taught at Mt. Hood
Community College for 6 months,
played in the Stan Kenton Band
for 2 1/z years, and is a slingerland
clinician. His advice is to relax
when you play and just keep time
and be inventive . .
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Vocal Jazz Choir in the music
department, but there. is also
Central not only has a top notch another group that is highly
talented: the Symphonic Wind
Ensemble.
by Tim Mitchell
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winter tour with a formal concert
at 8 p.m. in Hertz, and take the
band to five cities throughout the
state and conclude in Bellingham.

Bellingham bears a special
Dr. Steven Allen is the director significance to the members of the
of all Central bands and one of his Symphonic Wind Ensemble and to
goals is for the band to "be one of Allen because the Ensemble was
the top five in the nation next selected above all of the other
year." In Allen's second year at · collegiate groups of the Norththe helm, he has set some high west. Central earned this h9nor,
goals for the band, and realizes by making a tape of themselvesthat the only way to achieve them and sending it to the Washington
is by many hours .of hard work in State Music Educators Association
the praetice sessions.
·Biennial Conference.
In. doing
that, Central showed its musicianTo~ay the band will begin its ship,' as well as expertise in

Trumpeter blows it tonight
·1

Wagner's Elsa's Procession to the
Central's symphony band, under Concerto.
The memorial performance of Cathedral, John Philip Sousa's
. the direction of Dr. Steven Allen,
will host trumneter Gerald Web- this work will be dedicated to Manhattan Beach and six other
ster tonight in a concert at Hertz William Cole, director of bands at musical works.
Western Washington University · Later next week, the symphony
Hall.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. concert who died in 1979. Webster band will present concerts at high
premiered Cole's transcription of schools in Anacortes, Burlington
are $2.50.
Webster, guest soloist for the the trumpet concerto for sym- and Snohomish, as well as making
· a special guest appearance at the
performance, is a professor of phony band.
The concert program also Washington Music Educators'
music at Washington State University. He will be featured in includes Leonard Bernstein's convention in Bellingham on
Aleksandr Arytunian'~ Trumpet Overture to Candide, Richard February 18.

Expand your interests
By Nancy Johnson

Thrusdays, with spectators welcome. The women and co-ed teams
start at 7 p.m. · with the m_en
beginning at 8:00.
Leaving campus can be a nice
change. A sauna in the new
Kittitas pool is a refreshing break
from school and the weather. Pool
hours for adult swim are: M-F
6:00-7:30 a.m., 11:30-1:00 p.m.,
5:00-6:00 p.m., 9:00-10:30 p.m.,

Weekends: 12-1:30 p.m., 10-11:30
p.m.
Other facilities include a therapeutic pool and an exercise room
soon to be completed.
One of the maintenance men
said in passing, "The snow, it'll last
till March." Staying active will
help you forget about the snow
and make winter pass more
quickly.

"It's realty boring around here
Winter quarter." How many times
has this been said? Cold, snowy
days with nothing to do except
homework, T.V. or dreaming of
sunny warm days beco1nes monotonous all too soon.
Instead of sitting around watching the soaps or reruns of L~ave it
to Beaver, expand your fields of
interest. Check out what's being .
offered on campus and in the
community, while meeting new
people. The purpose of this and
'Blues legend. John Lee Hooker, the blues-rock groups' repertoires,
next five articles is to show some
of the various activities open to originator of the boogie sound Hooker has also had a stylistic ·
popularized by electric groups iike influence on many guitar players
students in Ellensburg.
For those who enjoy a leisurely Canned Beat and ZZ Top, and and singers. His octave-or-twoevening of watching old films, the father-figure to such rock luminar- apart unison guitar and vocal riffs
English Department's Classic Film ies as the Rolling Stones, is very have been absorbed and used by
·series could be interesting. Every mu~h alive and will perform at the several blues interpreters, Johnny
Sunday, since January 13, a film Ranch Tavern Monday night with Winter is one.
has been shown at 7 p.m. in Hertz special guest Uforia.
Hooker is a part of a rapidly
hall. Sit back, relax with a cup of
Born and bred in -the now-classie thinning group the fjrst line of the
coffee and enjoy the film. The deep south sharecropper tradition,
post war bluesmen, who put the R
films will last through March 16, Hooker fell for the lure of the city,
in R & B. He stands as a link
with admission $1. · For more and by way of Memphis and
bet~een the field hollers of old and
information call 963-1546:
Cincinnati, worked his way up tc the smack-soql of today.
Besides th~ Classic films, ASC is Detroit, where, in 1948, he scored
Tickets for his Ellensburg
continuing to offer movies every his first big hit on Modern Records appearance are available at th~
Thursday at 3, 7, and 9:30_p.m. in with Boogie Chillun.
Ranch, Ace Books & Records,
the SUB for $1.50. That's half
Besides producing songs and Music Nut and Bemis Soundtronprice, or less, when compared tc lyrics that are standard parts of ics in Yakima.
an Ellensburg or Yakima theatre.
Ever thought of taking a couple
of laps in the pool as a good way to
unwing and excereise? An hour of
swimming is an xcellent way to
burn off 600 calories and strengthen back muscles according to a
Excellent sandwiches,
June articles in Redhook magaEntertainment
pizzas
& IMexican food.
zine.
Nicholson pool is open
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thurs·
days 8-10 p.m. On Friday it's
Fri. 7 p.m. Colin Ross on piano
........ _;.-·· .....
open 7-10 p.m. and on weekends
9 to midnight dance to the Overtones
't
1-5:30 pm.
·.
·/
Papa John's is back on Wed:11esday evenings in the SVB pit from
8-10. Listen to student muscians
or join in yourself. It's open mike
for ariy local talent.
Want a change from the Quigley
discos? Well on Monday nights
there is Folk dancing in the SUB
ballroom. For beginners, lessons
~r~ from 7-8 and intermediate
dancing 8-9. On Thursdays it's
square dancing at 7:30 p.m. in the.
··- SUB with a work-shop at 8:30 -to --:·
9:30 p.m.
,
· . Mon-Thurs. 8:00a.m.-9:00p.m.
Intramural basketball has startFrl.-Sat. 8:00a.m.-10:30p.m.
ed already, Monday through

R& B pioneer gives concert

, , , }l:

rendering such pieces like IncantaUnder Allen's direction the
tion and Dance by John Barnes Symphonic Wind Ensemble has
Chance, Overlude to Candide cut a record. When asked if any
written by Leonard Bernstein and _other Central band had done this,
arranged by Walter Beeler.
Allen said, "Well I found a record
In the month of May, the that had been but about fifteen
Symphonic Wind Ensemble will be · years ago." Allen also planned to
enroute to the College . Band cut another record this year, and a
Director's National Association recording outfit from Salt Lake
Northwest Divisional in Eugene, · City, Utah will be coming up to do
Oregon. Allen said, "We have the recording!
been asked to represent Washington universities at·-this event."
· In 1970, Allen was selected as
Allen also stated tliat "we (the one of the Outstanding Young Men
band) are growing rapidly in of Am€dca, after developing the
numbers at Central." This year Bountiful High School . Band into .
the marching band had more than one of the country's finest high
one hundred and twenty members school musical organizations.
and next year he expects .the
number to increase by twenty-five Since Allen came to Central the
additional participants. There are band program has doubled in size.
two complete concert bands, which they have also produced two
were formed at the end of the documentary films used in recruitmarching season. Members are
selected through extensive audi- ment, and the Symphonic Wind
. tioning, and then divided into Ensemble has done extensive
groups according to skills.
touring withing the last two years.

J

Calendar

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Filnis - - - - --- - - - , - - - 2114-Heaven Can Wait, SUB
Theatre-3, '7, 9:30 p.m.
2/15-Popi, Ellensburg Public
Library-6:45 p.m.
2/16-Vanishing Point, Barto
Lounge-8 p.m.
2/17-Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, Hertz Hall-7 p.m.
2/21-Foul Play, SUB Theatre3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
2/22-Battle . of Nereteva, Ellensburg Public Library-7 p.m.
2/23-Hearts of the West, Barto
Lounge-8 p.m.
2/24-Cousin, Cousine, Hertz
Hall-7 p.m.
2/26-Silver Streak, SUB Theatre-3, 7, 9:30 p.m.

2/28-King of Hearts, SUB
Theatre-3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
3/1-Kelly's Hero~s.
Barto
Lounge-8 p.m.
· 3/2-Bicycle Thief, Hertz Hall7 p.m.
3/6-Fantastic Animation Festival, SUB Theatre-3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
3/7-Thoroughly Modern Millie,
Ellensburg Public Library-6:30
p.m.
3/9-Bread and Chocolate,
Hertz Ha~-7 p.m.
3/13-Is There Sex After
Death?, SUB Theatre-3, 7, 9:30,
midnight.
3/16-Chloe in the Afternoon,
Hertz Hall-7_p.m.

Art~~~~~~~~~~~~

Margaret Sahlstrand Paper
Works Show-February 11-22.
Dan Rice paintings-February
11-22.
Bob Seng thesis show-Febru-

ary 23-29.
Brian Swanson thesis showMarch 3-7.
Gale McCall thesis show-March
10-21 OPEN 6:45

925-9511

ENDS TUESDAY

Atemptingly tasteful coinedy
for adults who can count.
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FRI. ~ S~.~~DNIGHT SHOW
FEBRUARY.15"~'l6 · 0PEN 11:30

The Movie for the Head Set
Bruno Bozzetto's

Allegro NOn Troppo
(afull-length animated movie) IPGI
STARTS WEDNESDAY

FEBRUARY 20th

"THE SEDUCTION of JOE TYNAN"
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Wildcat streak succu1nbs at 10
After winning ten ball games in
a row, the Central Wildcats saw
their streak snapped at the hands
of 12th ranked (NCAA Div. II)
UPS here Tuesday night, 64-62 in
overtime.
The game marked the end of
Central's regular season at.home.
The Cats have three road games
remaining on the slate: F~b. 15 at
SPU, the following evening at
Simon Fraser, and they close-out
the campaign at Western on Feb.
23.
One will not see a game quite
like this one for a long time to
come. Both teams gave each other
several opportunities to put the
other away, but neither wanted to
cooperate.
UPS led at intermission by a
36-27 count, but the Wildcats
battled back to take the lead 46-44
on Ray Orange's dunk with 11:20
From then on, the two
left.
evenly-matched teams played nipand-tuck. Regulation ended at
58-all; ironically, the same score of
Central's previous meeting at
UPS, won by the Cats 66-60.
Dannis Johnson, who scored
onl) seven points, gave Central
the lead with two free throws
60-' 18, with 4:05 to go in the extra
pel'iod. The Loggers tied it up at
3:41, before Eli · Carter put the
Ca1,s back on top with two freebies
(hf: was 10~10) at the 1:49 mark. Twenty seconds later, tlre
vi•;itors knotted the score once

again, 62-62.
The Wildcats
whiddled the clock down to 16
seconds before calling time-out.
Sam Miller's shot with three ticks
showing was off, as UPS quickly
called time. On the inbounds pass,
Eli Carter was charged with a foul,
giving UP S's Joe Leonard one &
one, and -the Loggers their 18th
win of the year.
It certainly wasn't turnovers
that spelled "doom" for the
Wildcats, as they committed but
seven in the entire forty-five
minutes. Cold shooting may have
been the problem though, as the
Cats could hit on only 18-52 (35
percent). UPS went 22-45 (49
percent).
Ray Orange, playing sparingly
in the second half and later fouling
out, led the way with 19. He was
followed by Eli Carter and Sam
Miller at 10 each.
Central made their sweep of
visiting Alaska-Fairbanks complete last Saturday_night to clinch
.first place in District I, as the
Wildcats downed the Univ. of
Alaska, 77-57.
The two Alaska contests were
almost identical tempo wise. In
Saturday's game the teams stayed
very close to each other, neither
club could mount more than a
The score
three-point spread.
stood at 27-all at intermission.
Central held a slim 43:.39 lead
with 14:30 remaining; but that
lead ballooned to 56.:41 by the

mid-mark of the second half. From
then on the Cats pulled away and
coasted to their tenth straight
victory.
- The individual point totals
couldn't have been more balanced
than they were. In regards to this
Coach Nicholson replied, "Yes, we
had real balanced scoring, I really
like to see that." Vern Adams led
the way with 14 (12 in the second
half), Eli Carter pumped in 13, and
Sam Miller, Ray Orange, and DJ
each contributed 12.
"We played an all-around great
game," Coach Nicholson said.
"The defense played with great
intensity. We just shut 'em off
'completely at the opening of the
second half."
"I was real pleased with
everyone," Nicholson remarked.
One of the best and well-known
amateur basketball teams in the
nation came to Nicholson Pavilion
last Wednesday night to play the
16th ranked Wildcats, they're
known as Athletes in Action-a
touring group of Christian athletes.
The Cats fell short of a
sensational upset by a mere five
points, -63-58.
AJA brought a
remarkable 31-10 record with
them (61-16 over the past three
years) beating such national
powers as Marquette, Clemson
and Rutgers.
A big factor in the contest was
center Ray Orange's three fouls
early in'the game.

Roffe Ski Coats·
.are
on sale ...
1/3 off all
~y~
Roffe -Ski .
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STEAL THAT BALL-Central players rally to down the University of
Alaska team which clinched their District I Title.
Photo by Buddy Smith

Don't buy ·
Life Insurance!
(...until you get the facts.)
Most people feel life insurance companies are pretty much the same. Nothing could be further from the
truth. There is a diflerence. Today the diflerence in net cost between Northwestern and other life insurance
companies can be 50".. or more.

WILLIE £TQL\NGE
£portif18 Goods.
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performance will result in the dividend exceeding the annual premium on over a hall million policies in
1980. That's 20'\. of our premium-paying policies!
Before you buy any life insurance p<;>licy. wouldn't you like to know more-without any obligalion?We'd

·~~

.

GET 1HE FACTS.GET OUR COST COMPARISON BOOKLET.
Call 925-3121 Kenneth D. Toevs & Associates 310 N. Pine
We feel confident that the more you know about life insurance. the more you'll appreciate our superiority.

NORTHWESTERN MUTU4L LIFE
The'Qliet~

506 .N. Pine

925-2200
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senior wher e he made the
All-Conference team . as a senior
he made the All-State team. His
Life is full of ups and downs, seniQr year was most impressive
trials and tribulations, but senior as he averaged 21 points and
Ray Orange takes all of them in snared 10 rebounds per game.
stride as he seeks happiness. His
Center has always been Ray's
philosophy is plain and simple, "1f position because of his h'e1ght.
I can make Ray happy, then I can "It's fun playing center, because
make everyone else happy."
there is a lot of action," Ray said.
Ray's statement may seem
Upon graduation from high
prideful and jealous but he feels school, · Ray attended college in
that if he can't experience Livingston, Alabama to further his
happiness, he won't be able to help basketball career. As a freshman
others find happiness.
he made the starting line up,
Being 6'8" and weighing 220 averaged 18 points and was an
pounds makes Ray stand out in awesome shot blocker. In college
any crowd but the role he plays on he experienced an all-around game
Central's basketball team is improvement.
bigger, and more importantly, it's
Ray's basketball career took
one of the things that makes him another turn, this time he was
happy.
drafted into the Army. He spent
Big Ray plays center for Central two and a half years at Fort Lewis
and it's his job to keep the and played basketball for the Fort
opposition from getting inside and Lewis .army team.
scoring easy baskets. He must
Ray appreciates the army. "The
. also pull down rebounds to get the army got me out of Mississippi
fast break going, and to score and allowed me to see t he world in
points.
a new light. I saw many different
This season Ray is shooting 61.5 people and lifestyles.
I don't
percent from the field, averaging regret being in the army. "
14.3 points per game, and Ray added jokingly, "If it wasn't
· grabbing seven rebounds. His for the army I may never . have
playing is consistent game after seen Washington, l~t alone Ellensgame, and this is an important
factor in this years winning
season.
Coach D.ean Nicholson praised
Ray saying, "He's one heck· of a
basketball player, and one of the
finest big men to play for Central."
Nicholson further stated, "He's a
force on both offense and defense,
and his poise and maturity
supplies leadership for the team. I
respect him as an ~thlete and as a
man."
"I'm coachable," said Ray in his .
own evaluation, usome of the things I do I could do better, but at
this stage in the game I'm doing
the best I can."
·
Basketball has been a part of life
for Ray since he was 11 years old
growing up in the little town of
Laurel, Mississippi. Ray was a big
boy and his cousin asked one day if
he had a jumpshot. Realizing that
Ray might have a talent, his cousin
took the time to develop Ray's
game, and encouraged him to take
basketball seriously.
In the eighth grade Ray made
the basketball team for the first ·
time. He went out the next year
playing some, but net enough to be
satisfied.
It was as a sophomore while
at_tending R.H. Watkins high
school that Ray's basketball career
took an upward turn. He grew to ·
6'6" and played both junior varsjty
and varsity, and he was getting
the playing time he want-ed. Ray
started varsity as a junior and
by Richard Metz

Ray Orange

KELLEHER MOTOR CO.
6th Ii Pearl
925-1408

· burg."
After his term in the service he
returned to ,Livingston to contine
basketball, but his season wasn't
as productive as when he was a
freshman.
"The team was no longer a
winner, the coach was more
concerned with defense than
offense. We were ranked number
one in defense and last place in our
league," said Ray, "We would hold
a team to two points and only get
one."
' As a result of his team's
repeated losses, Ray decided to
return to Tacoma. He worked and
played AA U basketball to stay in
shape.·
One day he was
approached by a man named
Harold Jones, who asked him if he .
had ever heard of Central or DeaE
Nicholson. Ray said no he hadn't,
it was then an appointment was
made and Ray met Nicholson.
Ray wanted to further his
education and play, })asketball so ·
he accepted Nicholson's proposal,
and Ellensburg has been home for
the past two years.
, While it is apparent that Ray is
an exceptional ba&}tetball player
there is more to Ray's life than
basketball. .
"I don't worry about anythmg,
school or basketball, I think happy
thoughts as often as possible," he
said.
RAY ORANGE· "I enioy bask~tball, that's why I play. Basketball
It is his family, kids, and
won't stop here, I want to keep playing somewhere, maybe South
basketball that makes Ray happy.
America."
His mother was h_is biggest
influence, and everything .s he has
taught him has come to pass. Two
things his mother told him that
have always stayed with him:
"Good things come to those who
wait, and if you're nice to people
they'll be nice to y;ou." He swears
by these statements.
Alton, his son, is his other love
and he wants his child to grow up
to be a healthy man. He said they
have respect for each other and
have a good time together. He
wants their relationship to grow
into one of brother-brother instead
• Burgei; •
of father-son.
ketchup
mustard
pickle
"I enjoy working with kids
because they are so honest and
•"Little Joe"•
imaginative. They are very open
2 patties 2 slices of cheese Bacon Ham Deluxe
. and I like that," he said.
Ray is working towards a
•Double Burger•
degree in Leisure Services. He is
2 patties
Deluxe
hopeful that with his degree he
will be able to pursue a career that
.,Bacon Burger •
allows him to be in contact with
Bacon cheese patties Deluxe
kids. ·
• : Ham & cheese •
"I want to enjoy myself and live
Ham cheese pattie Deluxe
to be a real old man," he said.
He wants to be remembered as
•ChiU burger •
having gone out number one in the
Bun pattie chili cheese onions
NAIA. "It would make me very
happy and everyone else happy,"
•Burger Deluxe -• .
he said.
pattie
Deluxe

lUESDAY.

WEDNeDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

SATU RDA y

SUNDAY

Buy one burger &. get
·the second one Y2 price,

ar,..eba1r

r
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REASONABLE RATE

£ Dome5tic..

Deluxe.: dressing, lettuce, tomato, pic_kle
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After three consecutive dual
meet victories the Central Wildcats dropped a close 18-16 decision
to Eastern Washington University
in Spokane last Friday. The loss
now puts the Cats dual meet
record at 5-6 on the season.
The Wildcats and Eagles each
won five of the ten matches
wrestled with Eastern winning

"Our business is

going places"

four in a row after Wildcat Rob
Lagerquist's 4-1 decision win over
Randy Cloke in . the 118 pound
match.
Tony Ledbetter's decisive 15-4
victory over Doug Carl in the 158
pound match broke the Eastern
string at four. Mark Cavanaugh
followed Ledbetter's lead and
defeated Eagle Doug Koehler 8-5
in the next match at 167 pounds.
Eastern's Craig Foster halted ,
the short lived Central comeback
and handed 177 pounder Norm
Charouhas a 15-4 defeat.
The following two matches
belonged to Central but it wasn't
quite en_o ugh for the Wildcats.
Kurt Bledsoe shutout Eastern's
Craig Stintze, 6-0 in the 190 pound
· match and heavyweight Steve
Smith continued his winning ways
with a 4-2 decision over a heavier
Eric Jones.
Coach Eric Beardsley feels
Smith would be a strong 190 pound
prospect. Smith, who at only 200
pounds is "one of the lighter
heavyweights competing in that
class in the conference and is also
becoming very successful in that
class despite his lower weight,"
stated Beardsley.
The absence of undefeated 126
pounder Ronald Ellis from the
line-up was a "factor in the loss to
eastern," Beardsley felt. Ellis,
now 12-0 is recuperating from a
. cut and stitches in his lip sustained

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

301 N. Ptml 962-2700

in the Portland State Invitational
Meet the week before. However,
Beardsley expects Ellis to be in
form for this Sunday's match with
Pac-10 mentor the Oregon State
Beavers.
The Beavers, who are currently
18th in the NCAA national

- by Richard Metz

In a game that Central's junior
varsity led from start to finish two
free-throws by guard John Holtman broke a 63-63 tie and lifted the
Cats to victory over the University of Puget Sound Loggers.
Winning the final home game
ecourages Central as they must go
out and avenge early losses to
Western Washington University
and North Idaho Community
College.
"The guys really want to beat
WWU because they let them off
the hook when playing her," ~said
coach Ken Davis. ·
Concerning North Idaho he said,
"They are the best defensive Team
we will face because of their size
but we'll be ready."
Central ran to a 14-6 lead over
UPS behind the shooting of Scott
.T ri and Holtman. The Cats
stret~hed their lead to 16 p<>ints to
lead 27-11. With one second
showing before half, Tri fired in a
jumpshot from the- corner to put
Central lip at the half, 35-22.
. UPS pulled to within two p~ints,
41-39, but timely baskets by Lars
Landrie, and a . couple of three-I
point plays by Mark Madison
ballooned the Cats' lead again. The
Loggers tied the game at 63 before
Holtman sealed the issue.
Tri, Holtman, Landrie, Madison,
Elltn~burg'• Bicyclt Shop
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In their last d~el meet of the
season, Central's men swimmers
suffered a disappointing 73-40
setback at the hands of the
University of Puget Sound.
Swimming in their -home pool,
UPS was too talented and had too
much depth for the Wildcats, as
they bettered their season mark to
11-1.
"We knew they would be tough,
but not that tough!" Coach Bob
Gregson exclaimed. I thoqght we
might score a little better, but I
was pleased with our overall .
performance."
Senior John Forbes won in the
one and three meter diving
competition, accounting for 10 of
Central's forty points. Brian
Magnison turned in an outstanding
performance as he led off the 400
meter relay with -a national

qualifing time of 54.4 seconds,
along with a victory in the 200
yard freestyle.
"They both did a great job for
us. I was glad that we qualified
two more people for the Nationals," .said Gregson.
. Magnison and Forbes joined
four other Central swimmers that .
have qualified.
"We have six
swimmers qualified (for nationals)
as of now, but I'm hoping we can
pick 11p two or three more at the
NOR PAC meet," stated Gregson.
The meet he's speaking of iS
composed of Northwest division
I teams, including Oregon State,
Oregon, WSU and University of
Washington, who will be hosting
the meet. It will take place
Thursday, Feb. 21 and will be
Central's final meet before district.
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Lowest prices in town
reg. $8.98 NOW

by Kirk Findlay
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Pearl St.

-make-

Warren Starr, and Scott Warnock lead WWU to a 76-70 win over
each played key roles. As a team, Central. Landrie and Tri paced the
Central sank 17~21 free throws and Cats with 16 points each. Twelve
which was a big plus in the victory. . of Landrie's 16 came in the second
Greg Bruns scored 29 points to half.
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Anytime

'ti? NORlli

"Good tunes

OSU so as to be better prepared
for our own tourney. I'd like to
invite anyone who wants to see a
good wrestling match to come out
Sunday and watch us wrestle the
Beavers," stated Beardsley.
Matches are slated to b~gin at 2
p.m. at Nicholson Pavilion.

Junior varsity enjoying
successful season

~

Sdwoners
3 for '1

rankings, will be wrestling Central
at what coach Beardsley terms "an
opportune time" as far as his
squad is concerned. "With our
own tournament coming up in a
week (CWU Invitational Tournament, Feb. 16th) we need to
wrestle a good, strong school like

NOW
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

The following firms will have
representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Center to
interview interested candidates.
Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to tb,e · day, before the
arrival of the interviewers on
campus.
Feb. 14-First National Bank of
Oregon, Portland,' Oregon. Banking/finance-management training program. Persons interested
in banking as a career.
Feb. 15-The Boeing Co.,
Seattle, Washington. Accounting,
Ind. Tech., Busn., Math., Econ.,
others.
Feb. 15-Sopp & McQ-uaig,
Wenatchee, Washington. Accounting majors. Staff accountant
positions.
Feb. 20-,S eattle lst Natl. Bank,
Seattle, Washington. Banking/
finance majors or accounting.
Econ. majors with accounting
minor.
Management trainee
positions. ·
·
Feb. 20-K-Mart Apparel, Federal Way, Washington. Bachelor's
degree. Management trainee
program.
Feb. 20-Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Alhambra, California. Bachelor's
degree-credit management trainees.
,
Feb. 22-Xerox~ Salt Lake City,
Utah. Bachelor's or master's
degree-selling Xerox copiers in
Utah, Idaho, Montana, arid Washington.
Feb. 26-Burroughs Corp., Sacramento, California. Business
t adm.-marketing. Business machines division-Tacoma.
Feb. 29-ThorQ. McAnn Shoes
Auburn, Washington. Business
adm.-fashion merchandising.
Management trainee program.
Washington, Oregon, California.
Feb. 29-Whitney-Fi~algo Sea·
foods, Inc., Seattle, Washington.
Accounting ~ajors-sophomore·
junior status for summer work in
• Alaska.
SPRING QUARTER
GRADUATION

Applications are now being
accepted from thos planning to
graduate at the end of Spring
Quarter, 1980.
The deadline to apply is April
, 11, 1980. Early return is essential
for those wishing to confirm their
eligibility befor the end of Winter
Quarter. Applications may be
1 picked up from and returned to
Window #2, Registrar's Office-Mitchell Hall.
KID'S NIGHT .OUT

Fun for the kids ... a break for
• you parents. Give, your kid (and
you) a night out. Supervised
games, crafts, stories, films and a
snack. Friday nig4ts 6-9:30 at
t
Grupe Conference center. Cost
per child is only $1.50 for .s tudents,
$2 for faculty, $2.50 for Ellensburg
community. Sponsored by CWU
Recreation. 963-3512.

PACE EXAM

The Professional · and Administrative Career Examination
(PACE) will be offered in
Ellensburg. The filing periods.are:
application filing-Jan. 2 to Feb.
15; testing-March 1 to April 26.
p ACE is required for~ most
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STRESS MANAGEMENT
WORKSHOPS

The Counseling Center is
sponsoring stress management
workshops. There will be three
sessions from 3:00-4:30 p.m. on
February 19, 26 and March 4.
Stress management is designed .
to examine the stress factors in
living and to practice a variety of
methods for coping with stress.
Sign up now at the counseling
center in the Sue Lombard anne·x.
The workshops are free.
PACE EXAM

The Professional and Administrative
Career Examination
(PACE) will be offered in
Ellensburg. The filing periods are
as follows:
Application Filing Period:
January 2 to February 15.
Testing Period: March 1 to
April 26.
PACE is required for most
non-technical federal jobs. Applications and additional information
may be obtained at the Career
Planning & Placement Center,
Barge Hall, Room 105.

'• 1

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Listed below is information on
several organization which will be
on campus to interview students
for summer jobs. Students are
requested to come to the Student
Employment Office as soon as
possible to pick up application
forms and sign up for an interview,
located in Barge Hall, Room 205.

FELLOW STUDENTS
If you feel there is a safety
related problem in . any of the
buildings or on the school grounds,
contact student safety representative to the Schools Safety
Committee. Ray Tope, Ext. 33475
or leave message at SUB information__ center.

BIOLOGY LECTURE

The department of biological
sciences is presenting Dr. Marvin
R. Brown, M.D., who will be
speaking on the recent advanced
in neuroendocrinology. The lecture is sceduled for February 15 at
2 p.m. in Dean Hall, Room 355
STRESS MANAGEMENT

The Central Counseling Center
will be offering a three-session
workshop on stress management
beginning Feb. 19 and ending on
March 4. For further information
contact the counseling office in the
Sue Lombard Annex or call
963-1391.

Is there about 20 pc)unds too
much of you? Are you ready for
appreciation instead of "he/she
has a nice personality!' If you are,
let's become the way we really
w~t to~ Male or female welcome.
925-2414, noon-6 p.m.
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PHI KAPPA PHI

The National Honor Society of
Phi Kappa Phi is now accepting
nominations for the Phi Kappa Phi
Scholar Award. If you would like
to nominate a faculty member
whose teaching, scholarship and
public service are outstanding,
send a letter of nomination to Tom
Blanton or Gloria Goedecke in the
department of english. If possible,
include a "vita" from the nominee.
(Most faculty members will be
happy to .supply you with one.) No
minations are due Feb. 20.

Friday, Feb. 22-Four WindsWestward Ho Resort, Orcas
Island, San Juan Islands.
Phi ·Kappa Phi Fellowship
Thursday, Feb. 28-C.Y.O. applications are also due on Feb.
(Catholic Youth Orga·nization), 20. For more information ·call
Seattle, Washington.
_,. 963-3341 (Blanton) or 963-1458
Thursday, Feb. 28-Camp Eas· (Goedecke).
ter Seal, Vaughn Bay, Washing·
ton.
EXIT INTERVIEW
Friday, Feb. 29-0regon Caves
Resort, Grants Pass, Oregon.
INFORMATION
Friday: Feb. 29-Crater Lake
If this is your last quarter at
National Park, Crater Lak~.
Central and you have received a
Oregon.
Tuesday, March 4-Camp Fire National Direct Student Loan, you
must make an appointment for an
of Tacoma, Washington.
Thursday, March 6-Hidden exit interview. Call the Office of
Valley Camp, Granite Falfs, Students Accounts, 963-3546, or go
to the second floor of Mitchell Hall.
Washingto:n.

OF~ICER ELECTIONS

New officers will he nominated
at this weeks Business & Econo~
mies club meeting. The offices
include: President, Vice President, Social Coordinator, Business
Manager, Treasurer, and Secretary. Anybody who is interested
in seeing their personality develop
by getting involved is urged to
attend the meeting. The· B" & E
meets tonight at 7 p.m. in Room
204 of the SUB.
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QUESTIONS ON
FINANCIAL AID

Staff members from the financial aid office will be available on
February 26 and 28 from 1-4 p.m.
in the K~chess Room 103 at the
SUB to answtir general questions
·students may have on financial aid.
The staff will be available at that
time to assist students in filling
out financial aid applications.
1980-81 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

,Applications for. financial aid for
1980-81 are available in the Office
of Financial · Counseli~g and
Financial Aid, Barge Hall, Room
209. Students who are applying
for financial aid at· Central for
1980-81 must complete the confidential statement and' the Central
application form. Deadline date
for submission is MARCH 1. Late
applications wgl be, ac~epted, but
awards to late applicants will
depend solely on avc;t.ilability of
funds after awards have been
made to "on time" applicants.
Undergraduate students are, also,
required to apply for Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants.

FOUR ·SEASONS

925-9134

We Goofed!
Y0

-We overbought women's coats and
U can cash in! This is the final w~ek.
prices good thru Sat. February lb, · BUJ
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ADVANCE TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT:
THE RANCH
ACE BOOKS & RECORDS
BEMIS SOUND IN YAKIMA
MUSIC NUT
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WE DELIVER

925~2222

' 925-1111

5:00 P.M.
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2:00 A.M. DAILY
18867
18865
18869
1851

18513
188532
187089
189559
188537
187106
187289
187278
188742
187404
197364

VALENTINES
SPECIAL
TONIGHT ONLY
HAPPY .HOUR 5-12

•

HEART SHAPED PIZZAS!

(special request
inside)

~
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WE DELIVER
5:00 P.M.

Grinders

A Hot Sandwich of Your Choice
Baked and Garnished with Cheese, Pickles, Tomatoes
and Onions. Se~ved with Potato Chips.

Canadian Bacon or Roast Beef or Vegie

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

.1 .75

2.75

3.25

· 2:00 A.M. DAILY

SUNDAY
MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
DOUBLE FEATURES

· THIS WEEK

-STAR TREK BLOOPERS

